Goundclevring for new residence hall to begin
by Martheh Moran
Staff Reporter

A proposal for a new residence hall will begin on Monday, September 10, O'Meara, University provost. The contractor will begin excavation of the ground on which the new dormitory will be built although the final bid for the structure has not been accepted. This action will facilitate the completion of new dorms by the target date, September 1980.

The increased enrollment of women should occur over several years and not at once. Roche also said that he believes that the second structure of the new housing project will not be completed by September 1980. The new dorm will have a small capacity, and there are plans to build another near the site of the renovated dormitories.

Wall resigns as security director
by John Ferrati
The resignation of Joseph W. Wall, Notre Dame director of security, has put pressure on members of the administration and student government to find a suitable replacement. Wall recently decided to resign because it was too stressful, he added. He has been helpful in finding adequate employment in his field in the South Bend area.

Work on the actual structure may be started as soon as a bid is accepted; however, bids will be out in mid-September and O'Meara is hopeful that work might be started by mid-October.

If the weather is not too severe it should be suitable for occupation by September 10, he said.

The new dorm is part of a two structure modular plan that will eventually house an additional five hundred students. According to O'Meara a major change in the proposal is the added ability to deal with students.

O'Meara, University provost, emphasized that the committee has trimmed the number of members of this group to three.

"The security director encounters hundreds of students every day," explained Roemer, "and it is really important for him to be able to communicate with the student body.

On the recommendation of Rosemary Mills coordinator Jim Tate, and Student Body President Bill Vita, student body president, Wall, student body vice-president, and Wall himself. After receiving twenty responses to an advertisement placed in the campus newspaper, the committee has trimmed the list to three applicants.

"We're looking for someone with the experience, the maturity, and the education to accomplish the job," Roemer remarked. Roemer, who will make the final decision on the matter, emphasized that the new director must have the ability to deal with students.

"The security director encounters hundreds of students every day," explained Roemer, "and it is really important for him to be able to communicate with the student body.

Roemer stated that he was looking for a director who can train and supervise people well with local law enforcement agencies, and handle "serious
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News in brief

Judge chooses to try Gacy on all charges collectively

CHICAGO (AP) - Thirty-three murder charges against John W. Gacy, Jr., will be tried together rather than one-by-one, as prosecutors had asked, a judge ruled Tuesday. Circuit Court Judge Louis B. Garippo said at a pretrial hearing that piecemeal prosecution would be time-consuming, expensive and costly and would not serve the ends of justice. Gacy was indicted on charges of murdering 33 young men and boys with whom he allegedly had sexual relations. Twenty-nine bodies were unearthed on Gacy's property just northwest of Chicago and four were recovered from area rivers. Garippo set Jan. 7 for the opening day of Gacy's trial.

Former Green Beret receives murder conviction

RALEIGH N.C. (AP) Jefferson Macdonald, a former Green Beret captain, was convicted of murder Wednesday in the slayings of his wife and two young daughters 9 years ago at their Fort Bragg home. A judge sentenced him to three consecutive life prison terms. Asked whether he had anything to say, Macdonald told U.S. District Judge Franklin T. Dapree Jr. with tears in his eyes but in a steady voice, "Sir, I'm not guilty. I don't think the court has heard all the evidence. That's all I have to say." A federal court jury deliberated six hours and 35 minutes after a 7 week trial before finding Macdonald guilty of first-degree murder in the bludgeoning and stabbing slaying of his 2-year-old daughter, Kristen. The jury convicted him of second-degree murder in the deaths of his pregnant wife, Collete, 36, and daughter, Kimberly.

Department to investigate Marble Hill happenings

INDIANAPOLIS (AP) - The Justice Department will investigate allegations that concrete flaws at the Marble Hill nuclear construction site were covered up by supervisors. U.S. Attorney Virginia Dill McCarty said she would call in federal agents and inspectors from the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission to determine how her office will investigate the matter. Mrs. McCarty said and other attorneys from her office will add interviews on the Marble Hill construction problems to the agenda of a previously planned trip to New Albany tomorrow.

Catholics to honor St. Francis of Assissi

WEST PATERNSON N.J. (AP) To honor St. Francis of Assisi, whose feast is Oct. 4, the Franciscan order. In 1208, in his attention to man's responsibility "for all God's creatures," made the blessing of animals an annual event bringing outdoor shrine in the Saint's hour. The parish intends to dogs and parakeets to church. The Rev. Albert Gorayes, K OF C HALL 9 pm WELCOME BACK PARTY members and applicants, FLANNER-GRACE GREEN 8 pm OUTDOOR CONCERT rock music with "slink rand," PLANNER-GRACE GREEN 9 pm WELCOME BACK PARTY members and applicants, K OF C HALL

Weather

Partly Cloudy today through tomorrow with a slight chance for showers and thunderstorms. Highs today and Tuesday in the low 80's. Low tonight in the mid 60's.

SMC Student Government reports on book exchange

Yesterday's crowd bought over half the books being offered at the sale, according to Chip Dornbach, vice-president of Student Affairs. She also noted prices run about half the price of the original, or less. Students who left books to be sold may pick up their money and unsold books on Monday at the Student Government office. The books are being sold on a consignment basis. An estimated 400 Saint Mary's students obtained books yesterday at the Used Book Sale in the Student Government building on that campus, the sale will continue through Friday.

Mestrovic period

Final work is in progress at the University of Notre Dame Art Gallery for a major archival project centering around the American period of Ivan Mestrovic, the noted Croatian sculptor who served on the faculty between 1955 and his death in 1962. Phase two of the project, his Yugoslavian period, is expected to be completed in advance of a major exhibition noting the 100th anniversary of the artist's birth in 1884. Financing for the project, which includes written, photographic and artistic material, comes from University funds matching a $3,000 grant from the Indiana Arts Commission and the National Endowment for the Arts. Assisting Dr. Dean A. Porter, project director, are Diana Matthews and Denise Dupres of the University Art Gallery Staff. Mestrovic was the first living artist to be honored with "one-man exhibitions" at both New York's Metropolitan Museum of Art and London's Victoria Albert Museum, and was described by Rodin as "the greatest phenomenon among the sculptors of the world." Among his more famous works are "The Descent from the Cross" (Pietà), in Notre Dame's Sacred Heart Church and the Indians astride horses at the entrance to Chicago's Grant Park.

SMC Student Government reports on book exchange

Yesterday's crowd bought over half the books being offered at the sale, according to Chip Dornbach, vice-president of Student Affairs. She also noted prices run about half the price of the original, or less. Students who left books to be sold may pick up their money and unsold books on Monday at the Student Government office. The books are being sold on a consignment basis. An estimated 400 Saint Mary's students obtained books yesterday at the Used Book Sale in the Student Government building on that campus, the sale will continue through Friday.
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Hurricane threatens Caribbean

San Juan, Puerto Rico (AP) - Hurricane David roared over the Caribbean yesterday lashing three small islands with heavy rains and winds up to 140 mph. The storm was headed toward Puerto Rico, 300 miles to the northwest.

The hurricane, one of the most dangerous ever to strike the region, passed between Martinique and Dominica yesterday afternoon after skirting east of Barbados. The U.S. National Weather Service said.

David missed populated centers and there were no reports of casualties, serious damage or unusual flooding.

U.S. Coast Guard officials here said they were worried about 10 people posted at a weather station on the tiny Venezuelan island of Aves, about 100 miles due west of Dominica and in the hurricane's path.

"The island is right at sea level" a spokesman said. "If it hit here, it could be trouble." Hurricane force winds radiated 10 miles from the center of the storm, and gale winds of up to 74 miles an hour reached 150 miles from the hurricane, which was moving northwest at 14 mph. The Coast Guard said the storm could approach the southeast coast of Puerto Rico by late Thursday.

Telephonic communications to many islands in the Lesser Antilles were out yesterday, including lines to Barbados, Martinique, St. Lucia and St. Vincent, officials of the Puerto Rico Telephone Co. said.

If David, now located about 1,300 miles southeast of Miami, maintains course it would pass south of Puerto Rico and hit the Dominican Republic on Hispaniola Island.

However, hurricanes are known to shift direction erratically. Oil Clark of the National Hurricane Center in Miami said it was "too difficult to call" where David will go.

"It's coming toward the United States. That's all you can say now," Clark said.

As the storm moved over the Caribbean, weather officials extended the hurricane watch to Puerto Rico and the U.S. Virgin Islands, located about 1,000 miles southeast of Miami and 1,600 miles from New York.

"We've given a code two for the south coast, which means we have begun to alert residents in the zone to make the necessary preparations, said a Coast Guard spokesman on Puerto Rico.

Security director to have both a sense of humor and a sensitivity to students. Wall, however, thinks the new director may need more than that. "My biggest headache as security director has been trying to get more money appropriated to enlarge parking facilities," Wall remarked.

Echoing the views of the other computing members, Wall conveyed a strong commitment to improving the training of security officers. He said that the present force is "greatly improved over last year," owing to a thirty-hour training program which they participated in over the summer. 

Prof. Katz initiates lectures

Steven T. Katz, chairman and professor of religion at Dartmouth college, will present the first talk in the newly established Lass Lectures in Judaism at the University of Notre Dame Sept. 6. "The Uniqueness of the Holocaust" will be the topic for the 8 p.m. talk in the Memorial Library Auditorium.

The new lecture series was recently endowed by a gift from South Bend businessman Bert Liss and his wife, Eira. Noted theologians, educators and historians of the Jewish faith will present a public lecture and meet with faculty and students associated with Notre Dame's Center for the study of Judaism and Christianity in Antiquity.
Soviets claim U.S. influence major factor in Bolshoi dancer’s defection

MOSCOW (AP) - Boshoi Ballet defector Alexander Godunov was lured away from his homeland "by a whole team of instigators promising him mountains of gold and a sea of free whiskey," a Soviet newspaper charged yesterday. But in New York, the dancer told a different story.

Literaturnaya Gzeta, a prominent weekly, said the plan by U.S. "provocateurs" worked until these trappers of men's souls decided to strike: As his psyche, planting in the American press dirty slanderous rumors about his wife in order to persuade the husband to leave her and to break him spiritually."

But Godunov himself, at a New York news conference Wednesday, said his defection was a spur-of-the-moment affair. He said he went to American shores to persuade the husband to leave her and to break him spiritually."

Soviet officials said the dancer held off free later on to approach U.S. officials kept an Aeroflot port was the first account of international incident when U.S. agents with beginning their attempts to win Godunov to the American side as early Aug. 1 when the 150 member Bolshoi troupe began its New York tour.

In an interview with Literaturnaya Gzeta Miss Vlasova was quoted as saying she began trying to return to the Soviet Union as soon as Godunov disappeared from the company. She said the circumstances around the incident are not yet clear.

Godunov's defection set off an international incident when U.S. officials kept an Aeroflot plane from leaving New York last Friday until she could be questioned by American authorities.

A compromise was reached Monday and the plane flew to Moscow. Literaturnaya Gzeta accused U.S. agents with beginning their attempts to win Godunov to the American side.

Vincent Luigi Napoli, a computer engineer, was in jail for investigation of a charge stemming from the furnishing of letters, technical manuals and gadgets delivered to Carothers' house. The war zone for this suburban California man's doorstep was bombarded by 7,000 pieces of junk mail in a year long silent war with a neighbor that started over the planting of an olive tree.

Douglas Carothers says his doorstep was bombarded by 7,000 pieces of junk mail in a year long silent war with a neighbor that started over the planting of an olive tree.

The Literaturnaya Gzeta report was the first account of why the 29-year-old Bolshoi star went to U.S. officials and asked for asylum Aug. 22. The Soviet press had carefully avoided reporting Godunov’s defection until Tuesday, when Tass reported he had dropped from sight and said the circumstances around the incident are not yet clear.

The ballet star told reporters he was lured away from his homeland "by a whole team of instigators promising him mountains of gold and a sea of free whiskey," a Soviet news­paper charged yesterday. But in New York, the dancer told a different story.

Although a brief rainstorm dampened many of today's activities, the sun, nonetheless, continues to shine.
Emmons' haircare center provides up to date styles

by Robbie Moore
Staff Reporter

Joe Emmons believes that "hair is basically a unisex item—what works well for a man also works well for a woman." His new unisex haircare center, located in the lower level of Badin Hall, is designed to cater to the needs of a fast-growing segment of today's society—that set who does not have a lot of time to spend on their hair, relying instead on the haircare specialist for "maintenance."

Typically a part of this group is college students, male and female alike.

Emmons is a graduate of Indiana State and a resident of Mishawaka. He has been cutting hair since he set up shop in his dorm room in 1963. He found hairstyling "so exciting," that he left his studies in pre-med and geology to become a full-time professional hairspecialist.

Emmons saw a lot of untapped business at Notre Dame. He decided to capture the market, but not in "beauty parlor style." His shop is pleasant though plain, arranged in booths for a private yet open look. And Emmons has room for expansion.

At the moment, he is operating the unisex center under the care of Cindy Berger, his shop manager. In the future he plans to take on two more master hairstylists—one man and one woman. In proper keeping with the unisex theme, this move will maintain the staff in equal male to female ratio.

Like Cindy, Emmons' new stylists will both be qualified beauty school graduates, with advanced education in clinics and seminars.

One of the more recent developments in haircare offered by Emmons is the foam permanent. It provides soft curls and "is ideal" for ND dormlocks, according to Emmons—wish towel-drying and a quick fluff with the fingers, it's ready to go. Emmons "recommends it for the bad hairline and promises it will not burn the hair."

Another popular development is called "torso-shell." A current trend in coloring, a type of highlight.

[continued on page 3]
A scholar who knew the value of friendship

Dear Editor:

Amid the rush of classes beginning once again, Professor Joseph Evans was buried this week. He was a quiet scholar, and I never knew him, but my daughter Fran did. She never studied philosophy, but in two short weeks she learned much about the art of friendship from him.

Fran worked in the cafeteria this summer and she sat and talked with Professor Evans when he ate his dinner alone. The simplicity and warmth of his friendship lit up her summer. Now Fran is in Mexico for her sophomore year. She doesn't know that her friend is gone, and I will be a real sorrow for her when she gets our letter.

Reading this for her so that Professor Evans' other friends may remember to say a prayer of gratitude for the gift of a man who was a scholar, and yet knew the value of friendship and gave it to those around him.

Marguerite Cackley

The Observer
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The ascent of various rock and roll bands to the top of the heap has taken a dramatic turn in the late 1970's, as several bands have enjoyed the proverbial "overnight success." Bands like Boston, The Cars, Dire Straits, Foreigner, and several others have made it platinum on their very first attempt, some without benefit of a tour, and this trend doesn't seem to be letting up.

One of the exceptions to this rule visited the ACC last night to provide the first concert of the fall semester. REO Speedwagon has been around quite a few years (I can still remember when they played high schools in the Chicago area), and had to pay their dues before they finally made it to the big time. Live performances gave them the recognition that they needed, as their "Live-You get What You Play For" album gained national attention, and they haven't looked back since.

Last night's show was solid evidence that they haven't forgotten their roots. Their present tour has been designed to promote the latest Speedwagon production, "Nine Lives," and most of the first half of the show was devoted to cuts from this album. "Only the Strong Survive" stood out as possible Top 40 material, but most of the tunes seemed to follow the same formula: a couple of verses with a catchy chorus, a solo by lead guitarist Gary Richrath, the chorus again, and then the big finish. It may be formula, but it seems to work.

But the crowd came to hear the REO classics, and the boys delivered. "Roll With the Changes" kicked off the second set, featuring a fine organ solo by keyboardist Neil Doughty and some dynamic guitar work by Richrath. After another song from the new album, REO devoted the rest of the show to cuts off their live album. Lead singer Kevin Cronin added some new twists to the old favorites, as he provided some of the stories related to these songs as he pranced around in his sky blue tights.

Favorites like "Keep Pushin'," "157 Riverside Ave." (featuring the musical phone conversation between Cronin and Richrath), and "Ridin' the Storm Out" had the crowd screaming for more. The band finished with two encores, including a fantastic version of "Golden Country" that made the album cut seem minor and a version of "Rock and Roll Music" that would have made Chuck Berry proud.

Watching a band like REO perform is proof that overnight success might not be the best way to the top. The Speedwagon is a band with a few years of seasoning, and the intensity of last night's concert was a sound indication that a little seasoning doesn't hurt in rock and roll.
After talks stall
Clerks strike Rock Island Line

CHICAGO (AP) - About 1,800 clerks struck the Rock Island Line Railroad yesterday, disrupting movement of grain, perishable produce, coal and industrial goods on its 7,200 miles of track in 13 states.

The union's picket lines were honored by other workers throughout the system and only one train got out after the strike began, said Chris Knapton, vice president for public relations. The strike was called at 6 a.m. after talks broke down in a long-standing wage dispute.

Knapton said 60 to 70 veteran engineers were flown from Chicago to get the trains moving again and supervisors would take over as switchers and brakemen.

The railroad normally operates 100 trains a day in Illinois, Iowa, Minnesota, Missouri, Kansas, Colorado, New Mexico, Texas, Oklahoma, Arkansas, Louisiana, Tennessee and Nebraska.

In Washington, D.C., the National Mediation Board received a request from the railroad to study the dispute.

Chairman Robert O. Harris said the board does not believe the strike threatens to deprive any section of the country of essential transportation service. He said he does not "now expect that a presidential emergency board will be appointed." Appointment of such a board would automatically end the strike for 60 days.

Fred J. Kroll, president of the Brotherhood of Railway and Airline Clerks union, called for "rolled up sleeves collective bargaining" by management.

He said the rail line would attempt to get the trains moving again within the next few days.

"We'll haul grain to Kansas City and use other carriers to take it to the Gulf Coast," Knapton said. "Twenty-five percent of all grain we carry is for overseas shipment -- a $5 billion business. The corn harvest is almost here, but there has been some stored and waiting shipment to a 450,000 ton order in Europe for the United Kingdom's annual rationing of wheat." Knapton said.

The nation's grain shipments already have been slowed by the strike by grain millers in the Midwest, row in its eighth week, which has all but halted shipments from Duluth, Minn., and Superior, Wis. Talks were to resume yesterday.

Knapton said supervisory personnel will get coal from Colorado to utilities in Nebraska and Iowa, and priorities also will be given to "hot cars," with perishable produce and other items which need quick shipment.

U.S. Navy initiates moves against racism; seeks to attract more black recruits

WASHINGTON (AP) - The Navy ordered a crackdown on "racist activities" yesterday and said it is seeking to increase black recruitment with special training.

The two-pronged action came in response to strong criticism of Navy policies by black congressional leaders and because the Navy is failing to meet its overall recruiting goals.

Adm. Thomas B. Hayward, chief of naval operations, sent a request from the Navy to study the dispute.

Hayward did not specify the organizations, nor did he detail their demands. But there have been reports of Ku Klux Klan activities aboard at least two Atlantic fleet ships.

Last month, Kathleen Carpenter, the Pentagon's civil rights chief, expressed concern, "about a dramatic increase in manifestations of Ku Klux Klan activity," among off-duty service personnel.

While Hayward's order was being made public, the Navy announced a new "upward mobility" program. Under the plan, those recruits who failed of score high enough on test scores to enter Navy specialist training schools will be given remedial education in reading, writing and arithmetic, so they can qualify for such schools.

Officials denied any lowering of standards, saying the purpose is to make blacks and others eligible for better jobs in the Navy rather than limiting many of them to such menial tasks as deckhand and cook.

The result of the special new training, officials said, will be to upgrade the qualifications of more blacks for such specialties as machinists mate, electricians mate and similar technical jobs.

The latest available manpower officials acknowledged Wednesday that the new "bootcamp" programs were necessary because it appears the service will fail about 4,500 men and women short of its recruiting goals in Fiscal 1979, which ends Sept. 30.
IRA steps up sectarian violence

LONDON (AP) - The Irish Republican Army's assassinations of Lord Louis Mountbatten in the Irish Republic and 18 British soldiers in Northern Ireland mark a new and bloody escalation in the IRA's guerrilla war to end British rule in Northern Ireland.

British security chiefs say the guerrillas, the successors of Irish rebels who fought the British now are better armed and organized than at any time since they launched their campaign in February 1971, with connections to terrorist groups around the world.

And military intelligence officials warn the guerrillas are expected to intensify their campaign, including assassinating prominent Britons and renewing bombing of English cities.

They note the guerrillas may soon beef up their increasingly sophisticated arsenal of weapons with SAM anti-aircraft missiles adding a chilling new dimension to the Irish conflict.

The assassinations made Monday one of the worst single days of violence since sectarian fighting erupted in Northern Ireland 10 years ago, and slowed months of mounting attacks by the IRA's "Provisional" wing and other IRA factions against security forces and prominent Britons.

For this year, Irish regular army troops, military men and police officers have been killed by the Provisional IRA and its smaller, but deadlier, offshoot, the Marxist-oriented Irish National Liberation Army Mountbatten, a cousin of Queen Elizabeth II and national hero, was the most prominent Briton to die at the hands of Irish nationalists since 1979.

**Activities night planned**

Activities Night will be held Monday, Sept. 10 from 7 p.m. until midnight. Please have a representative from your campus club or organization fill out an authorization form if you want to promote your club from your campus club or organization fill out an authorization form that the University of Notre Dame Activities / Volunteer Services Office on the first floor of LaFortune.

All authorization forms must be returned by Thursday, Sept. 11.

**Archbishop to speak on econ. justice**

Archbishop Marcos McGrath of Panama will address economic justice as a global religious issue when he opens the fall conference of the Catholic and Protestant Committees on Urban Ministry, to be held at the University of Notre Dame October 21-24.

Organized around the theme, "It's the Economy, for the 80's," the meeting will move from analyzing the problems to assessing the appropriate church and community response and, finally, planning specific strategies for action.

**There are better ways to handle a tough semester of math.**

When you're working in a specialized field, you need a specialized calculator. That's why Texas Instruments designed the Slime Business Analyst-11 for business and finance. And it's the Slimline TI-50 for science and math.

Choose the Texas Instruments calculator that's right for your major.

**Statistical and linear regression capabilities** provide the power you'll need to build down data and automatically handle problems such as sales and earnings forecasts.

Profit margin calculations concerning cost, selling price and markup can be performed rapidly when any two of the variables are known. Other features include a four-function data register with Constant Memory feature that retains its contents even when the calculator is turned off. Two miniature batteries provide up to two years of operation in normal use. And TI's APF* automatic power-down feature helps prevent accidental battery drain.

The Business Analyst-11, with detailed owner's manual and slide-rule vinyl wallet with pockets for notes, $149.50.

The Slimline TI-50 packs 60 powerful functions into a handsome, compact package.

The pocket-portable Slimline TI-50 is a remarkably powerful TI-82 slide-rule calculator. Yet it's as thin as a pencil and weighs only three ounces.

Its 60 versatile functions can help you handle a wide range of college math problems. Capabilities include common and natural logarithms. Six trigonometric operations that can be performed in three angular modes: degrees, radians or grads. Two constant memories that retain their contents even when the calculator is turned off. And more.

Seven built-in statistical functions simplify the task of boiling down large sets of data points so you can perform accurate analyses and draw reliable conclusions.

The power of the Slimline TI-50 is made even more effective by TI's APF* automatic power-down feature, which prevents accidental battery drain. The Slimline TI-50 includes a detailed owner's manual and a durable vinyl wallet, $99.50.

Make sure your next calculator has the specialized power to handle the problems unique to your major. See the Business Analyst-11 and the Slimline TI-50 at your college bookstore or other TI dealer today.

Texas Instruments technology—bringing affordable electronics to your fingertips.

**Texas Instruments INCORPORATED**
Jazz bands to hold auditions

Auditions for the Notre Dame Jazz Bands and Combons will be held on Sunday, September 2nd at 1:00 p.m. in the Jazz Band Loft (opposite the Huddle). There are openings for all jazz related instruments—trumpets, trombones, saxophones, pianos, guitars, drums and especially basses. Anyone with any experience in rock or jazz on electric bass or string bass will be especially welcome. If further information is desired, contact Father Wiskirchen, the Director of Jazz Band Office or at 7136.

Molarity

by Michael Molinelli

ARMY ROTC PROVIDES

merit scholarships- up to $20,000 !!
leadership development
management training
adventure
employment opportunity

Graduate from Notre Dame as an Army Officer
CALL(219) 283-6264
San Diego 57 77 .425 20
Atlanta 53 79 .402 23
Montreal 51
Houston 3

Philadelphia 65 67 .492 12%
Pittsburgh 77 54 .588
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NBA votes to limit coaches’ movements

NEW YORK (AP) - The National Basketball Association’s Board of Governors voted to limit the movement of coaches and other personnel during games, to a 28-foot area between the baseline and a hash mark to be placed 10 feet from midcourt. Assistant Commissio- 
ner Larry O’Brien announced Wednesday.

"There were concerns that coaches and trainers were roaming too far away from their benches and interfering with the functions of the scorers’ table," said O’Brien. The new rules permit coaches and trainers to go to the scorers’ table only during timeouts or between periods, and then only to check statistical information. Violations of the rule will result in a technical foul called against the offending party.

SPORTS BRIEFS

Playoff tix printing begins

NEW YORK (AP) Baltimore, California, Cincinnati, Pitts-
burgh and Houston were given permission by Baseball Commissio-

nator Bowie Kuhn Wednesday to print tickets for
the league championship playoffs and the World Series.
Baltimore and California are the division leaders in the American League, while Cincinnati and Pittsburgh lead the National League divisions.

None of the five teams was involved in postseason play last year. California and Houston have never been in a league championship playoff or World Series.

The commissioner’s office added additional instructions for printing tickets will be given should the situation dictate.

The leagues’ championship begins Tuesday, Oct. 2, and the World Series on Tuesday, Oct. 9.

Ticket pick-up continues

Football tickets will be distributed to all Sophomores today until 5:00 p.m. at the ticket sales windows at Gaust (3rd court-
dome) of the Athletic and Convocation Center. Freshmen may pick up their tickets tomorrow from 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.

Rugby club meets today

There will be an organizational meeting for all those interested in playing Rugby, this evening at 7:00 p.m. in room 2D of La Fortune. If unable to attend the meeting, call Jim Bowers at 232-5121.

Scoop

The author of that last personal was Ms. Erin Murphy’s accom-
plishment, "Tune in tomorrow."

The Observer.

Doug Christian needs photographers for creating unbearable working condi-
tions. We are all in this together. Write Doug Christian, The Observer for details.

The Observer.

For Sale

Ceramics, new and old, DC, Mariner, war-


time, etc. Everything must go. Call 352-6080.

For Sale

Catering, jewelry, cosmetics, collectibles, un-

sure what it is, but we have it. Call 352-6080.

Wanted

Part-time professional wrestlers needed for saturday wrestling and occa-
sional guest appearances. Must have at least 7 years experience and
be young and healthy. Call 352-6080.

Wanted

Coop at 721. Please call 352-7701.

Scoop

The Observer.

Scoop

The Observer.

Scoop

The Observer.
Catching the Spirit! No, this is not a medium screaming at a seance, but the obituary of the Saint Mary's athletic office. Spearheaded by Jerry Dallessio, who in his有何 ing and maintaining high-quality athletic programs for all intramural and intercollegiate sports, the office has been a vital link of communication between students and the athletic office. Dallessio has been the driving force behind the success of the Saint Mary's athletic program.
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